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Abstract
We study the effect of Scherk-Schwarz deformations on intersecting branes. Non-chiral
fermions in any representation of the Chan-Paton gauge group generically acquire a tree-
level mass dependent on the compactification radius and the brane wrapping numbers.
This offers an elegant solution to one of the long-standing problems in intersecting-brane-
world models where the ubiquitous presence of massless non-chiral fermions is a clear
embarrassment for any attempt to describe the Standard Model of Particle Physics.
March, 2005
1. Introduction and conclusions
One of the most challenging goals of String Theory is the search for four-dimensional
vacua close to the observed world of Particle Physics and Einstein gravity. To this end
we have witnessed in recent years enormous efforts to investigate various approaches that
might lead to four-dimensional chiral spectra and eventually diverse mechanisms for break-
ing supersymmetry. One of the most successful scenarios so far explored is that of inter-
secting brane worlds [1] in orientifold constructions [2–6], or its T-dual description in terms
of magnetised backgrounds [7,8,9]. It can be considered as a string extension of the Lan-
dau problem of quantum particle dynamics in the presence of constant magnetic fields.
The Pauli couplings between the Maxwell field and charged particles of different helicities,
together with the tower of Landau excitations offers a natural way to get chiral fermions in
lower dimensions in a relatively simple setting [10]. One of the amazing properties of this
kind of compactifications when extended to string theory is that Abelian magnetic back-
grounds only affect the boundary conditions for open-strings and yield a notable class of
exactly solvable conformal field theories. In turn, this allows a consistent full-fledged per-
turbative string theory analysis as first shown in [11,12]. Aside from representing a natural
setting for obtaining chiral spectra more or less close to that of the Standard Model of Par-
ticle Physics [13–30] (for reviews, see [31–36]) , magnetic fields and/or intersecting branes
typically offer a valuable mechanism for breaking supersymmetry in the matter sector, a
second important requirement for any string compactification to be phenomenologically
appealing. Despite these many successes, magnetic fluxes alone are not however sufficient
to provide a faithful string description of the Standard Model. In fact, tachyonic fields are
generically present in the spectrum of light excitations, aside perhaps from some limited
regions of moduli space [37], reflecting the well-known Nielsen-Olesen instability [38,39,40],
and their condensation might trigger unwanted gauge-symmetry breaking. Moreover, these
non-supersymmetric vacua typically generate a sizeable vacuum energy density already at
the tree level as a result of un-cancelled NS-NS tadpoles. This is a very important problem
in String and Field Theory for its undesirable consequence of vacuum destabilisation, but
to date no definite and successful solution has been proposed, aside from few encouraging
results of old [41] and recent [42] investigations. Last but not the least, in intersecting
brane models the spectrum of (classically) massless states always comprises some non-
chiral matter, in addition to the interesting chiral excitations previously discussed. In
fact, aside from non-chiral model-dependent sectors arising whenever pairs of branes are
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parallel in some compact dimension, the gauge vectors are always accompanied by mass-
less fermions in the adjoint representation as well as by a number of scalars, so that some
supersymmetry is locally preserved. The emergence of these additional states is quite easy
to understand since they all correspond to open-strings whose ends are both attached on
the same stack of (by definition parallel) branes. This is clearly an embarrassing feature
of magnetic-flux compactifications since the Standard Model spectrum does not comprises
such massless non-chiral fermions!
Other tools for breaking supersymmetry have however been devised both in Field The-
ory and in String Theory. Among these, the Scherk-Schwarz idea to relate supersymmetry
breaking to compactification is very elegant and interesting [43]. In the simplest case of
circle compactification, it amounts to allowing the higher-dimensional fields to be periodic
around the circle up to an R-symmetry transformation. The Kaluza-Klein momenta of the
various fields are correspondingly shifted proportionally to their R charges, and modular
invariance dictates the extension of this mechanism to the full perturbative spectrum in
models of oriented closed strings [44,45,46]. When open strings are present (in a back-
ground without fluxes), one has to distinguish between the two cases of Scherk-Schwarz
deformations transverse or longitudinal to the world-volume of the branes [47–52]. In fact,
in the former case the open-string fields do not depend on the coordinates of the extra
dimension, and therefore are not affected by the deformation. In this scenario, termed “M-
theory breaking”, the D-brane excitations stay supersymmetric (at least to lowest order)
and the fermion masses are identically vanishing, m1/2 = 0. In the latter case, instead,
the R charges determine the masses of the fields and m1/2 ∼ R−1. It is then clear that
the Scherk-Schwarz deformation can help to generate masses only in those sectors where
zero-modes are present. For instance, in orbifold compactifications twisted fields living at
the fixed points of the orbifold do not depend on the compact coordinates and thus stay
classically supersymmetric. It is then clear that this is precisely the kind of deformation
needed to lift the massless non-chiral fermions while preserving intact the chiral spectrum
at the brane intersections.
However, when Scherk-Schwarz deformations are introduced in models with branes at
angle one is typically facing a new situation where the boundary conditions are altered
along coordinates that are neither longitudinal to the branes nor transverse to them. Let
us consider, for example, the simple situation of a brane wrapping q and k times the
horizontal and vertical sides of a T 2. Fields living on such rotated brane depend by
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construction on the combination y¯ =
√
(qy1)2 + (ky2)2, where y1 and y2 label the two
Cartesian coordinates of the torus of length R1 and R2, and their wave-function is now
φm(y¯) ∼ e2iπmy¯/L‖ ,
where L‖ =
√
(qR1)2 + (kR2)2 is the effective length of the brane which extends along
the diagonal of the multi-covering torus with sides qR1 and kR2. Then, a Scherk-Schwarz
deformation σ acting, say, along the horizontal axis of the torus is order-two in the closed-
string sector but it can be trivial in the open-string sector. In fact, enforcing Scherk-
Schwarz periodicity conditions on fields on the branes implies that the Scherk-Schwarz
deformation be extended to the covering space. As a result, one has to consider the
action of σq, whose effect clearly depends on the horizontal wrapping number: fields living
on parallel branes with odd (even) horizontal wrapping number are (not) affected by the
Scherk-Schwarz deformation, and thus the non-chiral fermions can (not) be lifted in mass.
Moreover, excitations living at brane intersections, that as such do not have zero modes,
are not altered by the deformation and the chiral charged fermions stay massless. Clearly,
these results can be suitably extended to the case of deformations acting along the vertical
side of the torus or along any other direction.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section two we review the description of Scherk-
Schwarz deformations in nine-dimensional open-string models as first discussed in [47]. In
Section three we turn to the general topic of intersecting branes. After we explain our
notation and conventions we introduce in this context some simple deformations of the
open-string sector that play an important role in the description of the Scherk-Schwarz
deformations in terms of freely acting orbifolds. Section four represents the main part of
this paper and describes intersecting brane models with modified boundary conditions a` la
Scherk-Schwarz. Here we follow different paths to justify our results and present toroidal
examples of Standard-Model-like spectra without massless non-chiral fermions. Finally, in
Section five we extend our results to the case of orbifold compactifications.
2. Glimpses of Scherk-Schwarz and M-theory breaking
In this Section we quickly review the stringy realisation of Scherk-Schwarz super-
symmetry breaking. At times, it can be conveniently described in terms of freely acting
orbifolds where the space-time fermionic index (−1)F is combined with shifts along the
compact directions [44,45,46]. In field theory, where only Kaluza-Klein excitations are
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present, the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism can only result from shifts of internal KK mo-
menta. On the other hand, String Theory presents more possibilities, since one has the
option of affecting either momenta or windings. For oriented closed superstrings these
two deformations, related by T-duality, describe essentially the same physics. However,
in orientifold models [53–56] (see [57,58] for reviews on orientifold constructions) different
results are expected [47]. In the following we shall review the main features of type IIB
orientifolds with supersymmetry broken via momentum or winding deformations. Actu-
ally, to emphasise the geometry of these orientifolds, we focus on the more conventional
momentum-deformed closed-string spectrum and study the Ω and ΩI orientifolds, where
Ω is the world-sheet parity and I is an inversion of the compact coordinate. The latter
orientifold better described within type IIA is the T-dual description of type IIB with
winding shifts.
The deformed nine-dimensional spectrum of the closed IIA and IIB oriented strings
is encoded in the one-loop partition function
T =12
[
|V8 − S8|2 Λm,n + |V8 + S8|2 (−1)m Λm,n
+ |O8 − C8|2 Λm,n+ 1
2
+ |O8 + C8|2 (−1)m Λm,n+ 1
2
]
,
(2.1)
where Λm,n is a (1, 1)-dimensional Narain lattice. Indeed, all the fermions have acquired
a mass proportional to the inverse radius, and a twisted tachyon is present if R < 2
√
α′.
The Klein bottle amplitudes associated to the two orientifolds Ω and Ω′ = ΩI can
be straightforwardly determined from (2.1) and read†
K = 1
2
(V8 − S8)P2m ,
and
K
′ = 12 (V8 − S8)Wn + 12 (O8 − C8)Wn+ 12 .
The former amplitude clearly spells out the presence of O9 planes while the latter involves
conjugate pairs of O8 and O8 planes sitting at the two edges of the segment S1/I.
More interesting is the open-string spectrum associated to these orientifolds. In the
first case, it consists of open string stretched between D9 branes. In particular, these branes
† As recently shown in [59] one has the additional option of symmetrising the R-R sector while
acting simultaneously on the tower of Kaluza-Klein states with order-two shifts.
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wrap the compact direction and thus their excitations are affected by the Scherk-Schwarz
deformation. Indeed, the corresponding annulus and Mo¨bius-strip amplitudes
A = 1
2
N2 (V8 P2m − S8 P2m+1) ,
and
M = −12 N
(
Vˆ8 P2m − Sˆ8 P2m+1
)
,
clearly reveal that the fermions are now massive and supersymmetry is spontaneously
broken. In the second case, the D8 branes are transverse to the compact direction along
which the Scherk-Schwarz deformation takes place, and thus the open-string spectrum is
unaffected. However, the brane configuration has to respect the symmetries we are gauging,
and therefore the pairs of image (anti-)branes have to be displaced at points diametrically
opposite. In equations
A
′ =
[
1
2
(
N2 +M2
)
(V8 − S8) +M N (O8 − C8)
] (
Wn +Wn+ 1
2
)
,
and
M
′ = −12 (N +M) Vˆ8
(
Wn +Wn+ 1
2
)
+ 12 (N −M) Sˆ8
(
Wn −Wn+ 1
2
)
.
As expected the fermions are still massless (at tree level), while supersymmetry is broken
only by the simultaneous presence of branes and anti-branes.
In conclusion, we can summarise our results as follows [47]: if the Scherk-Schwarz
deformation connects points on the brane then supersymmetry is broken in the open-
string sector, otherwise image branes have to be properly added in order to respect the
gauged symmetry and the fermions stay massless.
3. Wilson lines on magnetised branes
In this section we review some known facts about magnetised (or intersecting) branes
[2–6] and comment on the role of Wilson lines and/or brane displacements‡. This will give
us the opportunity to present our notation and introduce some simple deformations that
however will play an important role in the forthcoming sections.
‡ See [27] for a detailed analysis of Higgsing in intersecting brane vacua, and [60] for related
issues.
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3.1. Preliminaries on intersecting branes: notation and conventions
Let us focus our attention on the simple case of eight-dimensional reductions with D8
branes extending along one generic direction of the T 2. Lower-dimensional reductions are
quite simple to study, and will be discussed in the following sections. For simplicity, we
take the torus to be rectangular with horizontal and vertical sides of length R1 and R2,
respectively. Each set of parallel branes is then identified by the pair of integers (q, k) that
correspond to the number of times the branes wrap the horizontal and vertical sides of the
T 2, the two canonical one-cycles. In turn, these numbers determine the oriented angle φ
between the horizontal axis of the torus and the brane itself via the relation
tanφ =
kR2
qR1
, (3.1)
and it is positive (negative) if starting from the horizontal axis we move counter-clock-wise
(clock-wise) towards the brane. By simple trigonometry arguments, we can then determine
the effective length of the brane
L‖ =
√
(qR1)2 + (kR2)2 ,
and the distance between consecutive wrappings on the T 2
L⊥ =
R1R2
L‖
.
Using the quantisation condition (3.1), L‖ and L⊥ can be conveniently written as
L‖ =
qR1
cosφ
=
kR2
sinφ
, L⊥ =
R2
q
cosφ =
R1
k
sinφ .
Given these two quantities it is then easy to determine the zero-mode spectrum of
open strings stretched on this rotated brane [7,2–6]
M2z.m. =
(
m
L‖
)2
+
1
α′2
(nL⊥)
2
.
It simply consists of Kaluza-Klein states along the compact direction of the brane and
of winding states between two portions of the brane in the elementary cell of the T 2, as
indicated in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Zero-mode spectrum on a rotated brane with wrapping numbers (2, 3).
If orientifold planes and/or other branes are present, one has to consider new sectors
corresponding to open-strings stretched between two different branes. These new sectors
are particularly appealing since they typically support chiral matter at the intersection
loci, while the masses of the string excitations now depend on the relative angle φα − φβ ,
and the precise dependence changes in the NS and R sectors.
As usual, it is convenient to summarise the complete spectrum of string excitations in
the annulus, and eventually Mo¨bius-strip, partition function. To this end let us consider the
simple case of an ΩR orientifold, with Ω the standard world-sheet parity and R : z → z¯ an
anti-conformal involution acting on the complex coordinate z ≡ y1 + iy2 of the T 2. This
operation, a symmetry of the IIA string, introduces two pairs of horizontal O8 planes,
passing through the points y2 = 0 and y2 =
1
2R2. Introducing a stuck of Nα coincident D8
branes with wrapping numbers (qα, kα) breaks in general the orientifold symmetry, unless
a suitable stack of Nα image branes with wrapping numbers (qα,−kα) is also added [2–6].
The annulus amplitude then consists of different sectors corresponding to strings stretched
between a pair of (image-)branes and to strings stretched between a brane and its image:
A =NαN¯α (V8 − S8)[ 00 ]Pm(L‖α)Wn(L⊥α)
+ 1
2
(
N2α (V8 − S8)[αα¯0 ] + N¯2α (V8 − S8)[ α¯α0 ]
) 2qαkα
Υ1[
αα¯
0
]
.
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Figure 2. Two branes with wrapping numbers (2,1) and (3,2) intersecting four times on a T 2.
Here
Pm(L‖α) = η
−1
∑
m
q
α′
2
(m/L‖α)
2
and Wn(L⊥α) = η
−1
∑
n
q
1
2α′
(nL⊥α)
2
denote the momentum and winding lattice sums, while we have endowed the SO(8) char-
acters with additional labels, reflecting the mass-shift of the string oscillators induced by
the non-trivial intersection angle. In particular, for this T 2 reduction
(V8 − S8)[αβγδ ] = V6O2(ζ) +O6 V2(ζ)− S6 S2(ζ)− C6 C2(ζ) ,
with
ζ =
1
π
[
(φα − φβ) iτ2
2
+ φγ − φδ
]
,
τ2 being the proper time of the annulus and of the Mo¨bius-strip, and we use a barred
index to define the angle φα¯ = −φα of the image brane, whose wrapping numbers are
(qα¯, kα¯) = (qα,−kα). The SO(2) characters are defined by the usual relations [57,58]
O2(ζ) =
e2iπζ
2η
[ϑ3(ζ|τ) + ϑ4(ζ|τ)] ,
V2(ζ) =
e2iπζ
2η
[ϑ3(ζ|τ)− ϑ4(ζ|τ)] ,
S2(ζ) =
e2iπζ
2η
[ϑ2(ζ|τ) + iϑ1(ζ|τ)] ,
C2(ζ) =
e2iπζ
2η
[ϑ2(ζ|τ)− iϑ1(ζ|τ)] ,
with the argument of the theta functions now depending on the relative angle, and τ
the Teichmu¨ller parameter of the double covering torus, i.e. τ = iτ2/2 for the annulus
amplitude and τ = (1 + iτ2)/2 for the Mo¨bius-strip amplitude. Finally,
Υ1[
αβ
γδ ] =
e2iπζ ϑ1(ζ|τ)
iη
,
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encodes the contribution of the rotated world-sheet bosonic coordinates. Notice the multi-
plicative factor 2qαkα in the unoriented sector. It has a simple geometrical interpretation
in terms of the number of times a brane and its image intersect on the T 2. More generally,
two branes with wrapping numbers (qα, kα) and (qβ , kβ) intersect a number of times given
by (see fig. 2)
Iαβ = qβkα − qαkβ ,
its sign determining the chirality of massless fermions living at the intersection points [2–6].
Figure 3. A brane (solid line) and its image (dashed line). The intersections denoted with a
dot lie on the orientifold planes while those denoted with a diamond do not, and thus do not
contribute to the Mo¨bius amplitude.
To conclude this brief review on intersecting branes, the Mo¨bius-strip amplitude
M = −12
(
Nα (Vˆ8 − Sˆ8)[αα¯0 ] + N¯α (Vˆ8 − Sˆ8)[ α¯α0 ]
) Kα
Υˆ1[
αα¯
0 ]
receives contributions only from those Kα = 2kα intersections that live on the orientifold
planes (see fig. 3). As a result, the massless spectrum will in general contain both sym-
metric and antisymmetric representations of the unitary U(Nα) gauge group
⋆.
3.2. Wilson lines and brane displacements
As in the more conventional case of space-filling or point-like branes, one has the
option of deforming the previous spectrum by introducing suitable Wilson lines [61] or
by displacing the branes in the space transverse to their world volume [62]. This simply
amounts to the deformed zero-mode mass spectrum
M2z.m.(a, c) =
(
m
L‖
+ a
)2
+
1
α′2
(wL⊥ + c)
2 .
⋆ We postpone a detailed description of the massless spectrum to the next sections, when more
physical lower-dimensional compactifications will be discussed.
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It is then clear that for arbitrary values of a and c the open-string excitations are massive,
while massless states emerge if
a =
µ
L‖
, c = νL⊥ ,
for µ and ν integers. The latter condition simply reflects a symmetry under a rigid transla-
tion of the brane by an integer multiple of the distance between two consecutive wrappings.
The corresponding modifications of the annulus partition function are then quite nat-
ural. Considering for simplicity the case of an orthogonal displacement c = δL⊥ of Mα
branes, that still have the same wrapping numbers, one has
A =(V8 − S8)[ 00 ]Pm(L‖)
[
(NαN¯α +MαM¯α)Wn(L⊥)
+NαM¯αWn−δ(L⊥) + N¯αMαWn+δ(L⊥)
]
+ 1
2
[(
N2α +M
2
α + 2NαMα
)
(V8 − S8)[αα¯0 ]
+
(
N¯2α + M¯
2
α + 2N¯αM¯α
)
(V8 − S8)[ α¯α0 ]
]
2qαkα
Υ1[
αα¯
0 ]
,
with an obvious deformation of the Mo¨bius-strip amplitude. It is then clear that for ar-
bitrary δ the original gauge group U(Nα +Mα) is broken to U(Nα) × U(Mα) while the
(anti-)symmetric representations decompose into the sum of (anti-)symmetric represen-
tations of each group factor plus additional bi-fundamentals. As expected, for δ integer
new massless vectors emerge from strings stretched between overlapping wrappings of the
Nα and Mα branes and the gauge symmetry is consequently enhanced to the original
U(Nα +Mα).
3.3. Branes vs antibranes: an intriguing πuzzle
The formalism of intersecting branes here reviewed may hide some ambiguities. It
is well known in fact that anti-branes (with positive tension and negative R-R charge)
are nothing but regular branes (with positive tension and positive R-R charge) that have
undergone a π rotation, as shown in fig. 4. On a compact space, if a brane has wrapping
numbers (q, k) and angle φ its conjugate partner has opposite wrapping numbers (−q,−k)
and an angle φ+π. Despite branes and anti-branes satisfy the same quantisation condition
(3.1) and induce similar mass shifts in the spectrum of string excitations, their relative π
angle plays a crucial role in selecting the correct GSO projection.
10
Figure 4. A brane and its anti-brane differing by a π rotation.
Let us consider in fact the spectrum of open strings stretched between two branes
with angles φα and φβ . As already observed, it is encoded in the partition function
(V8 − S8)[αβ0 ]
Υ1[
αβ
0 ]
∼ V6O2(ζ) +O6V2(ζ)− S6S2(ζ)− C6C2(ζ)
ϑ1(ζ|τ) q 1pi (φα−φβ)
,
with ζ = (φα−φβ)τ/π, where we have omitted irrelevant numerical factors. After rotating
the α brane, say, by an angle π and converting it to an anti-brane, the partition function
obviously reads
(V8 − S8)[α
′β
0 ]
Υ1[
α′β
0 ]
∼ V6O2(ζπ) +O6V2(ζπ)− S6S2(ζπ)− C6C2(ζπ)
ϑ1(ζπ|τ) q 1pi (φα−φβ)+1
, (3.2)
with now ζπ = (φα − φβ + π)τ/π. From the very definition of theta functions
θ[ab ](z|τ) =
∑
n
q
1
2
(n+a)2 e2iπ(n+a)(z+b) ,
one can then deduce the periodicity properties
ϑ3(ζπ|τ) = + q−
φ
pi
− 1
2 ϑ3(ζ|τ) ,
ϑ4(ζπ|τ) =− q−
φ
pi
− 1
2 ϑ4(ζ|τ) ,
ϑ2(ζπ|τ) = + q−
φ
pi
− 1
2 ϑ2(ζ|τ) ,
ϑ1(ζπ|τ) =− q−
φ
pi
− 1
2 ϑ1(ζ|τ) ,
that, in turn, induce a non-trivial reshuffling of the SO(2) characters
O2(ζπ) =V2(ζ) q
−φ
pi
+ 1
2 ,
V2(ζπ) =O2(ζ) q
−φ
pi
+ 1
2 ,
S2(ζπ) =C2(ζ) q
−φ
pi
+ 1
2 ,
C2(ζπ) =S2(ζ) q
−φ
pi
+ 1
2 .
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As a result, the GSO projection in (3.2) changes to
(V8 − S8)[α
′β
0
]
Υ1[
α′β
0 ]
∼ V6V2(ζ) +O6O2(ζ)− S6C2(ζ)− C6S2(ζ)
ϑ1(ζ|τ) q 1pi (φα−φβ)
,
that indeed pertains to open strings stretched between pairs of branes and anti-branes [63].
It is evident, that the formalism introduced in sub-sections 3.1 and 3.2 is well tailored
to study any kind of brane if care is used in dealing with apparently innocuous π angles. To
avoid ambiguities, in this paper we adopt the convention to use the term brane when q is
positive, and anti-brane when q is negative. This is clearly suggested by their contribution
to the R-R tadpoles. Then according to the sign of their vertical wrapping number k, they
can induce positive or negative charges for lower-degree gauge potentials, and consequently
transmute into lower-dimensional branes (for k > 0) or anti-branes (for k < 0).
4. Freely acting orbifolds, Scherk-Schwarz deformations and intersecting
branes
We can now turn to the study of the effects freely acting shifts have on rotated and
intersecting branes. For simplicity we shall focus to the case of a Z2 shift, although similar
considerations can be straightforwardly extended to the more general case.
On a given T 2 one has in principle to distinguish among the three cases of shifts acting
along the horizontal axis only, along the vertical axis only or along both the horizontal
and vertical axis. It turns out that it is enough to consider one case, since the others can
be unambiguously determined. To this end, let us consider the shift
δ :
{
y1 → y1 + 12R1 ,
y2 → y2 ,
where (y1, y2) are the natural coordinates on a rectangular torus with sides of length R1
and R2. With respect to the natural reference frame adapted to the brane this Z2 shift
decomposes as
δ :
{
y¯1 → y¯1 + 12R1 cosφ ,
y¯2 → y¯2 − 12R1 sinφ ,
with y¯1 and y¯2 labelling the directions longitudinal and transverse to the brane, respec-
tively. This shift maps in general points on the branes to points in the bulk unless (µ ∈ Z)
y2 + µR2 = tanφ
(
y1 +
1
2R1
) ⇒ µR2 = kR2
2q
⇒ k ∈ 2Z ,
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that is to say that the shifted point still belongs to the line identified by the brane, modulo
SL(2,Z) identifications of the lattice.
Figure 5. The two classes of branes in the presence of a freely acting horizontal shift δ. The
dashed brane is the image under δ.
It is then evident that we can identify two equivalence classes of branes, as indicated
in figure 5: those with odd k and those with even k. In the former case the shift is not
a symmetry unless we introduce image branes with the same angle but separated by a
distance −12R1 sinφ. In the latter case the shifted points still belong to the brane and thus
the given configuration is already symmetric under the action of δ. Similarly, for shifts
along the vertical axis (or along the diagonal of the torus) only for branes with q even (or
with k and q both odd) the image points still belong to the brane world volume. This
is somewhat reminiscent of what happens when we act with freely acting shifts along the
world-volume of the brane and or along directions transverse to it.
Given these observations, it is straightforward to write down the associated vacuum
amplitudes. Since in this toy model we are modding out by ΩR, our parent theory is the
type IIA superstring compactified on a T 2
T = (V8 − S8)(V¯8 − C¯8)
[
Λ2m1,n1(R1)Λm2,n2(R2) + Λ2m1,n1+ 12 (R1)Λm2,n2(R2)
]
,
where each Λ(R) denotes the Narain lattice for a circle of radius R and momenta and
windings specified. The associated direct-channel Klein-bottle amplitude reads
K = 12 (V8 − S8)P2m1(R1)Wn2(R2) .
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Figure 6. A (1,1) brane and its images under ΩR and δ. The intersections marked with alike
symbols are identified under δ.
Moving to the open-string sector, for kα odd, the direct-channel annulus and Mo¨bius-
strip amplitudes now read
A =NαN¯α (V8 − S8)[ 00 ]Pm
[
Wn +Wn+ 1
2
]
+ 12
[
N2α (V8 − S8)[αα¯0 ] + N¯2α (V8 − S8)[ α¯α0 ]
] 2Iαα¯
Υ1[
αα¯
0 ]
,
and
M = −12
[
Nα (Vˆ8 − Sˆ8)[αα¯0 ] + N¯α (Vˆ8 − Sˆ8)[ α¯α0 ]
] Kα
Υˆ1[
αα¯
0
]
.
Notice the important difference with the standard case: the annulus amplitude unam-
biguously reflects the presence of image branes under the action of the horizontal shift
both by the presence of dipole strings with shifted windings, and by the doubling of the
number of families for unoriented strings due to the doubling of local intersections. As
for the Mo¨bius-strip amplitude, instead, it is not modified since the effective number of
intersections sitting on the O-planes is not affected. This counting of effective intersections
is clearly depicted in figure 6 in the case of (1,1) branes, where points marked with the
same symbol are identified under δ.
Moving to the case of branes with even kα, one is not required any longer to introduce
brane images, these branes being invariant under δ, and the annulus and Mo¨bius-strip
amplitudes read
A =NαN¯α (V8 − S8)[ 00 ]P2mWn
+1
2
[
N2α (V8 − S8)[αα¯0 ] + N¯2α (V8 − S8)[ α¯α0 ]
] Iαα¯
2Υ1[
αα¯
0
]
,
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and
M = −12
[
Nα (Vˆ8 − Sˆ8)[αα¯0 ] + N¯α (Vˆ8 − Sˆ8)[ α¯α0 ]
] Kα
2Υˆ1[
αα¯
0
]
.
In contrast to the previous case, the multiplicities in the annulus and Mo¨bius-strip ampli-
tudes have now been halved, since δ identifies pairs of intersection points, as depicted in
figure 7.
Figure 7. A (1,2) brane and its images under ΩR. The intersections marked with alike symbols
are identified under δ.
We can now straightforwardly generalise the open-string amplitudes to the case of
a more interesting T 6 = T 2 × T 2 × T 2 compactification with the shift acting along the
horizontal axis y1 of the first T
2. For simplicity we shall focus our attention to the case of
factorisable D6 branes or, in the T-dual language, to commuting magnetic backgrounds,
although more general choices turned out to be very promising in stabilising closed-string
moduli [64,65]. In this simple case, D6 branes on a T 2 × T 2 × T 2 are then identified by
their angles φΛα (Λ = 1, 2, 3 labelling the three two-tori) and wrapping numbers (q
Λ
α , k
Λ
α)
related, as usual, by
tanφΛα =
kΛα R
Λ
2
qΛα R
Λ
1
,
where RΛ1 and R
Λ
2 denote the sizes of the horizontal and vertical sides of the Λ-th T
2,
respectively. We then split the generic index α into the pair a and i labelling respectively
no different stacks of Na branes (a = 1, . . . , no) with k
1
a odd and ne different stacks of Ni
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branes (i = 1, . . . , ne) with k
1
i even. The annulus amplitude is then
A =
no∑
a=1
NaN¯a (V8 − S8)[ 00 ]P 1m
[
W 1n +W
1
n+ 1
2
]
P 2mW
2
nP
3
mW
3
n
+
ne∑
i=1
NiN¯i (V8 − S8)[ 00 ]P 12mW 1nP 2mW 2nP 3mW 3n
+ 12
no∑
a=1
(
N2a (V8 − S8)[aa¯0 ] + N¯2a (V8 − S8)[ a¯a0 ]
) 2Iaa¯
Υ1[
aa¯
0
]
+ 12
ne∑
i=1
(
N2i (V8 − S8)[ iı¯0 ] + N¯2i (V8 − S8)[ ı¯i0 ]
) Iiı¯
2Υ1[
iı¯
0
]
+
no∑
a,b=1
b<a
(
NaN¯b(V8 − S8)[ab0 ] + N¯aNb(V8 − S8)[ a¯b¯0 ]
) 2 Iab
Υ1[
ab
0
]
+
no∑
a,b=1
b<a
(
NaNb(V8 − S8)[ab¯0 ] + N¯aN¯b(V8 − S8)[ a¯b0 ]
) 2 Iab¯
Υ1[
ab¯
0 ]
+
ne∑
i,j=1
j<i
(
NiN¯j(V8 − S8)[ ij0 ] + N¯iNj(V8 − S8)[ ı¯¯0 ]
) Iij
2Υ1[
ij
0 ]
+
ne∑
i,j=1
j<i
(
NiNj(V8 − S8)[ i¯0 ] + N¯iN¯j(V8 − S8)[ ı¯j0 ]
) Ii¯
2Υ1[
i¯
0
]
+
no∑
a=1
ne∑
i=1
(
NaN¯i (V8 − S8)[ai0 ] + N¯aNi (V8 − S8)[ a¯ı¯0 ]
) Iai
Υ1[
ai
0 ]
+
no∑
a=1
ne∑
i=1
(
NaNi (V8 − S8)[aı¯0 ] + N¯aN¯i (V8 − S8)[ a¯i0 ]
) Iaı¯
Υ1[
aı¯
0 ]
.
(4.1)
To lighten the notation, we omit here and in following similar expressions the “effective
radius” dependence of the various momentum and winding lattice contributions. In partic-
ular, PΛm (W
Λ
n ) is a short-hand notation for Pm(L
Λ
α‖) (Wn(L
Λ
α⊥)), where L
Λ
α‖ (L
Λ
α⊥) is the
total length (the transverse distance among the consecutive wrappings) of the α-th stack
of branes in the Λ-th torus. The Mo¨bius-strip amplitude instead is a simple combination
of the previous ones and reads
M =− 12
no∑
a=1
(
Na (Vˆ8 − Sˆ8)[aa¯0 ] + N¯a (Vˆ8 − Sˆ8)[ a¯a0 ]
) Ka
Υˆ1[
aa¯
0 ]
− 1
2
ne∑
i=1
(
Ni (Vˆ8 − Sˆ8)[ iı¯0 ] + N¯i (Vˆ8 − Sˆ8)[ ı¯i0 ]
) Ki
2 Υˆ1[
iı¯
0 ]
.
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Here we have adapted our notation to the case of multiple T 2’s. As already stated we
append an index Λ to angles and wrapping numbers relative to the Λ-th torus, while now
Iαβ =
3∏
Λ=1
(
qΛβ k
Λ
α − qΛα kΛβ
)
and
Kα =
∏
Λ=1,2,3
2 kΛα
count the total number of intersections in the T 6, and those sitting on the O6 planes.
Moreover, the contribution of the world-sheet bosons is
Υ1 [
αβ
γδ ] =
∏
Λ=1,2,3
ϑ1(ζ
Λ|τ)
iη(τ)
e2iπζ
Λ
,
with
ζΛ =
1
π
[(
φΛα − φΛβ
)
τ +
(
φΛγ − φΛδ
)]
.
The contribution of the world-sheet fermions is more involved and requires an SO(8) →
SO(2)× SO(2)× SO(2)× SO(2) breaking of the original characters. This is a consequence
of the fact that, in the T-dual language of magnetised backgrounds, fields with different
helicities couple differently to the magnetic fields. More explicitly
V8 [
αβ
γδ ] = V2
[
O2(ζ
1)O2(ζ
2)O2(ζ
3) +O2(ζ
1)V2(ζ
2)V2(ζ
3)
+V2(ζ
1)V2(ζ
2)O2(ζ
3) + V2(ζ
1)O2(ζ
2)V2(ζ
3)
]
+O2
[
V2(ζ
1)O2(ζ
2)O2(ζ
3) + V2(ζ
1)V2(ζ
2)V2(ζ
3)
+O2(ζ
1)V2(ζ
2)O2(ζ
3) +O2(ζ
1)O2(ζ
2)V2(ζ
3)
]
,
S8 [
αβ
γδ
] = S2
[
S2(ζ
1)S2(ζ
2)S2(ζ
3) + S2(ζ
1)C2(ζ
2)C2(ζ
3)
+C2(ζ
1)S2(ζ
2)C2(ζ
3) + C2(ζ
1)C2(ζ
2)S2(ζ
3)
]
+C2
[
C2(ζ
1)S2(ζ
2)S2(ζ
3) + C2(ζ
1)C2(ζ
2)C2(ζ
3)
+S2(ζ
1)S2(ζ
2)C2(ζ
3) + S2(ζ
1)C2(ζ
2)S2(ζ
3)
]
.
As usual, the massless spectrum can be extracted expanding A and M. Aside from the
full N = 4 super-Yang-Mills multiplet in the adjoint representation of the Chan-Paton
gauge group, one typically gets tachyonic excitations and (non-)chiral fermions in various
representations. The spectrum of chiral fermions can be easily computed and is encoded in
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table 1, where, as usual, Aα and Sα denote respectively the anti-symmetric and symmetric
representations of the α-th factor in the gauge group. As for non-chiral fermions, these
emerge whenever branes are parallel in a given T 2. Their multiplicity is then given by the
number of times the corresponding branes intersect in the remaining tori. For instance, if
the branes of type α and β are parallel in the first T 2, then one finds
Inon chiralαβ =
∏
Σ=2,3
(
qΣβ k
Σ
α − qΣα kΣβ
)
non-chiral fermions in the representation (Nα, N¯β).
Rep. multiplicity
Aa
1
2
(2 Iaa¯ ±Ka)
Sa
1
2 (2 Iaa¯ ∓Ka)
Ai
1
4
(Iiı¯ ±Ki)
Si
1
4 (Iiı¯ ∓Ki)
(Na, Nb) 2 Iab¯
(Na, N¯b) 2 Iab
(Ni, Nj)
1
2 Ii¯
(Ni, N¯j)
1
2
Iij
(Na, Ni) Iaı¯
(Na, N¯i) Iai
Table 1. Spectrum of four-dimensional chiral fermions. The sign of Iαβ¯ determines the chiral-
ity of the four-dimensional spinors, while the two signs in the multiplicity of (anti-)symmetric
representations refer to branes (q > 0) or to anti-branes (q < 0), respectively.
Turning to the transverse channel, the massless tadpoles can be extracted as usual
from the leading terms in K˜, A˜ and M˜ [57,58]. Introducing the combinations
R =
3∏
Λ=1
√
RΛ1
RΛ2
, Lα =
3∏
Λ=1
√
LΛ‖α
LΛ⊥α
, (4.2)
the NS-NS dilaton tadpole reads
2
no∑
a=1
La
(
Na + N¯a
)
+
ne∑
i=1
Li
(
Ni + N¯i
)
= 25R . (4.3)
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Notice that, after a T-duality along the vertical axis, the left-hand-side is nothing but the
Dirac-Born-Infeld Action
Lα =
∏
Λ=1,2,3
√
R1R2 det [qΛα (1+ F
Λ
α )] ,
with FΛ a two-by-two antisymmetric matrix, whose only independent entry is the magnetic
field background HΛ. The eight different R-R tadpoles can be straightforwardly obtained
from (4.3) after a multiplication of the Chan-Paton multiplicities by a phase depending
on the scalar product of the rotation angles φΛα and the helicities η
Λ = ±12 of the internal
spinors. With our convention such that S2 has helicity +
1
2 and C2 has helicity −12 , they
read
2
no∑
a=1
La
(
Na e
2iφa·η + N¯a e
−2iφa·η
)
+
ne∑
i=1
Li
(
Ni e
2iφi·η + N¯i e
−2iφi·η
)
= 25R , (4.4)
with the internal product φα · η =
∑3
Λ=1 φ
Λ
α η
Λ. This single R-R tadpole actually encodes
couplings to different forms as dictated by the (T-dualised) Action
S ∼
∫ ∑
p
Cp+1 e
iF ∼
∫
C10 + i C8 ∧ F − 12 C6 ∧ F ∧ F − 16 i C4 ∧ F ∧ F ∧ F .
Each factor, in turn, receives contributions from several terms according to which internal
T 2 the magnetic field points to. For instance, the real part of the tadpole (4.4) yields the
conditions [2–6][
no∑
a=1
2 q1a q
2
a q
3
aNa +
ne∑
i=1
q1i q
2
i q
3
i Ni
]√
R11R
2
1R
3
1
R12R
2
2R
3
2
=16
√
R11R
2
1R
3
1
R12R
2
2R
3
2
,
[
no∑
a=1
2 q1a k
2
a k
3
aNa +
ne∑
i=1
q1i k
2
i k
3
i Ni
]√
R11R
2
2R
3
2
R12R
2
1R
3
1
=0 ,
[
no∑
a=1
2 k1a q
2
a k
3
aNa +
ne∑
i=1
k1i q
2
i k
3
i Ni
]√
R12R
2
1R
3
2
R11R
2
2R
3
1
=0 ,
[
no∑
a=1
2 k1a k
2
a q
3
aNa +
ne∑
i=1
k1i k
2
i q
3
i Ni
]√
R12R
2
2R
3
1
R11R
2
1R
3
2
=0 .
After the vertical axis of the three T 2’s are properly T dualised, one can then read the
couplings with the ten-form potential C10 and with the three six-form potentials C
Λ
6 , whose
six indices point to the four non-compact space-time directions and to the two compact
coordinates of the Λ-th torus. The imaginary part of the tadpole (4.4) is proportional to
Nα − N¯α and thus vanishes identically. This is fully consistent with the fact that the C8
and C4 forms are projected out by the orientifold involution and thus do not belong to the
physical spectrum.
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4.1. Breaking supersymmetry in the dipole-string sector
After we have learned how shifts act on rotated branes, we can now proceed to the
study of the combined effect of δ and (−1)F . As is well known the (freely-acting) orbifold
generated by δ (−1)F is a convenient string description of Sherck-Schwarz deformations
[44–48] that in general are responsible for giving masses to fermions, and thus for breaking
supersymmetry. Following the lines of section 3 we expect that the space-time fermion
index has a non trivial effect only when the shift δ moves points along the brane, that is
only when ki is an even number. In this case the annulus amplitude reads
A =NiN¯i
(
V8[
0
0 ]P2m − S8[ 00 ]P2m+1
)
Wn
+ 12
(
N2i (V8 − S8)[ iı¯0 ] + N¯2i (V8 − S8)[ ı¯i0 ]
) Iiı¯
2Υ1[
iı¯
0
]
.
(4.5)
As is spelled out by this direct-channel amplitude, the adjoint fermions have now got a
mass
m1/2 ∼ L−1‖ =
cosφi
qiR1
=
√
1 + α′2H2i
qiR1
=
1
q2i R
2
1
√
q2i R
2
1 + α
′2
k2i
R22
,
of the order of the TeV, and, consequently, supersymmetry is broken in the neutral dipole-
string sector. In the transverse channel
A˜ =2−6
L‖i
L⊥i
NiN¯i
[
(V8 − S8)[ 00 ] W˜n + (O8 − C8)[ 00 ] W˜n+ 12
]
P˜m
+ 2−5
[
N2i (V8 − S8)[ 0iı¯ ] + N¯2i (V8 − S8)[ 0ı¯i ]
] Iiı¯
2Υ1[
0
iı¯ ]
,
the twisted closed-string R-R states are massive, and the only massless tadpoles one is to
worry about are those for the untwisted R-R fields in S8.
The generalisation to higher-dimensional tori is also straightforward. The only modi-
fication is in the dipole sector of the Ni branes that now would read
ne∑
i=1
MiM¯i
(
V8 [
0
0 ]P
1
2m − S8 [ 00 ]P 12m+1
)
W 1nP
2
mW
2
nP
3
mW
3
n . (4.6)
It reflects itself in the transverse-channel contribution
2−6
ne∑
i=1
(LΛi )
2NiN¯i
[
(V8 − S8)[ 00 ] W˜ 1n + (O8 − C8)[ 00 ] W˜ 1n+ 1
2
]
P˜ 1mW˜
2
n P˜
2
mW˜
3
n P˜
3
m ,
and thus, also in this case, the massless NS-NS and R-R tadpoles (4.3) and (4.4) are not
affected.
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4.2. Lifting non-adjoint non-chiral fermions
As we have remarked in previous subsections, non-chiral fermions arise not only in
the dipole-string sector, where open strings in the adjoint representation end on the same
stuck of branes. In fact, it may well happen that although branes intersect at non-trivial
angles in some tori, they are actually parallel in one T 2. This is typically reflected by a
vanishing intersection number Iαβ = 0 for the given pair of α-type and β-type branes, and
in turn by an undetermined 0
0
expression in the annulus amplitude. For concreteness, let
us suppose that the α and β branes are parallel in the Σ-th torus. By definition, this
implies that their angles are the same φΣα = φ
Σ
β and thus also the corresponding wrapping
numbers coincide
qΣα ≡ qΣβ , kΣα ≡ kΣβ .
The internal SO(2) characters corresponding to the first T 2 have then vanishing argument,
and can be combined with the space-time SO(2) little group to reconstruct a full SO(4)
symmetry, whose spinor representation is vector-like from the four-dimensional viewpoint.
As a result, in the NαN¯β sector of the annulus amplitude
A =
(
NαN¯β (V8 − S8)[αβ0 ] + N¯αNβ (V8 − S8)[ α¯β¯0 ]
) Iαβ
Υ1[
αβ
0 ]
=
(
NαN¯β (V8 − S8)[αβ0 ] + N¯αNβ (V8 − S8)[ α¯β¯0 ]
) 3∏
Λ=1
(kΛαq
Λ
β − kΛβ qΛα ) iη e2i(φ
Λ
α−φ
Λ
β )τ
ϑ1(
1
π (φ
Λ
α − φΛβ )τ |τ)
the contribution from the Σ-th torus is clearly ill defined since both kΣα q
Σ
β − kΣβ qΣα and
ϑ1(0|τ) vanish. Actually, one has to be very careful in cases like this, since if on the one
hand it is true that parallel branes do not have any longer the tower of Landau levels, it is
evident on the other hand that open strings stretched between such branes have now non-
trivial zero modes, and thus their contribution has to be taken into account. In practice,
this amounts to the substitution
(kΣα q
Σ
β − kΣβ qΣα ) iη
ϑ1(0|τ) → Pm(L
Σ
‖α)Wn(L
Σ
⊥α) .
It is then clear that, acting with the δ(−1)F deformation on the Σ-th torus, non-chiral
fermions can acquire a tree-level mass m1/2 ∼ 1/LΣ‖α if their vertical wrapping number kΣα
is an even integer. In this case, the corresponding sector in the annulus amplitude would
read
NαN¯β
(
V8[
αβ
0
]P2m(L
Σ
‖α)− S8[αβ0 ]P2m+1(LΣ‖α)
)
Wn(L
Σ
⊥α)
Inon chiralαβ
Υ˜1[
αβ
0 ]
,
where clearly the Σ-th torus does not contribute to Inon chiralαβ and Υ˜1.
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4.3. Comments on Scherk-Schwarz and orbifold basis
In the previous sub-section we have studied the effect of the combined action of the
space-time fermion index and momentum shift along a compact coordinates and we have
identified it with the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism [43]. While correct in spirit, this definition
does not correspond, however, to the common use of the term in Field Theory, since the
canonical Scherk-Schwarz deformation for a circle would lead to periodic bosons and anti-
periodic fermions, a choice manifestly compatible with any low-energy effective field theory,
where fermions only enter via their bi-linears. On the other hand, from eq. (2.1), rewritten
more explicitly as
T =
(|V8|2 + |S8|2) Λ2m,n(R)− (S8V¯8 + V8S¯8) Λ2m+1,n(R)
+
(|O8|2 + |C8|2) Λ2m,n+ 1
2
(R)− (O8C¯8 − C8O¯8) Λ2m+1,n+ 1
2
(R) ,
it is clear that bosons and fermions have even and odd momenta in the orbifold. It is
however simple to relate the two settings [47,57,58]: the conventional Scherk-Schwarz basis
of Field Theory can be recovered letting RSS ≡ ρ = 12R, so that
T =
(|V8|2 + |S8|2) Λm,2n(ρ)− (S8V¯8 + V8S¯8) Λm+ 1
2
,2n(ρ)
+
(|O8|2 + |C8|2) Λm,2n+1(ρ)− (O8C¯8 − C8O¯8) Λm+ 1
2
,2n+1(ρ) ,
where bosons and fermions have indeed the correct quantum numbers.
Similar considerations apply also to the orientifolds, and in particular to the D-brane
sector. From eq. (4.5) one deduces that bosons and fermions have even and odd momenta
along the brane world-volume. Therefore, to recover the standard Field Theory Kaluza-
Klein spectrum, the effective length of the brane has to be halved LSS‖ ≡ λ‖ = 12L‖,
similarly to the closed-string case. This has important consequences on the massless spec-
trum of open strings, induced by the unchanged quantisation condition (3.1). As a result of
the halving of the fundamental cell, the wrapping numbers of the various stacks of branes
change accordingly. In particular
(qa , ka)→ (ωa , κa) = (2qa , ka) ,
(qi , ki)→ (ωi , κi) = (qi , 12ki) ,
(4.7)
and this identification makes it clear that the model in (4.1) and in (4.6) corresponds to
a conventional Scherk-Schwarz (and M-theory) deformation of a configuration of branes
with wrapping numbers (ωα , κα) as in (4.7). Therefore, non-chiral fermions from branes
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with even horizontal wrapping number ωa stay massless, while those from branes with
odd horizontal wrapping number ωi get a tree-level mass proportional to 1/2λ‖. Similar
considerations can be straightforwardly generalised to the case of vertical or oblique shifts.
This redefinition of the wrapping numbers also takes care of the additional factors of two
and one-half in the multiplicities of the chiral sectors, so that the annulus
A =
me∑
a=1
NaN¯a (V8 − S8)[ 00 ]
3∏
Λ=1
PΛmW
Λ
n
+
mo∑
i=1
NiN¯i
(
V8[
0
0 ]P
1
m − S8[ 00 ]P 1m+ 1
2
)
W 1n
∏
Σ=2,3
PΣm W
Σ
n
+ 1
2
me+mo∑
α=1
(
N2α (V8 − S8)[αα¯0 ] + N¯2α (V8 − S8)[ α¯α0 ]
) Iαα¯
Υ1[
αα¯
0 ]
+
me+mo∑
α,β=1
β<α
(
NαN¯β(V8 − S8)[αβ0 ] + N¯αNβ(V8 − S8)[ α¯β¯0 ]
) Iαβ
Υ1[
αβ
0 ]
+
me+mo∑
α,β=1
β<α
(
NαNβ(V8 − S8)[αβ¯0 ] + N¯αN¯β(V8 − S8)[ α¯β0 ]
) Iαβ¯
Υ1[
αβ¯
0 ]
and Mo¨bius-strip
M = −12
me+mo∑
α=1
(
Nα (Vˆ8 − Sˆ8)[αα¯0 ] + N¯α (Vˆ8 − Sˆ8)[ α¯α0 ]
) Kα
Υˆ1[
αα¯
0
]
amplitudes clearly define a freely acting deformation of the spectrum of conventional branes
with wrapping numbers (ωα, κα). In these equations for A and M the intersection numbers
Iαβ and Kα are clearly expressed in terms of ωα and κα, and me ≡ no (mo ≡ ne) counts
the number of different stacks with ωa even (ωi odd). Moreover, additional non-chiral
fermions arising from parallel branes in a particular T 2, can also be given a mass through
a similar deformation. For instance, in the case of a pair of ıˇ and ˇ branes parallel in the
first T 2 and with ω1ıˇ ≡ ω1ˇ odd one finds the contribution
[(
NıˇN¯ˇV8[
ıˇˇ
0 ] + N¯ıˇNˇV8[
¯ˇı¯ˇ
0 ]
)
P 1m −
(
NıˇN¯ˇS8[
ıˇˇ
0 ] + N¯ıˇNˇS8[
¯ˇı¯ˇ
0 ]
)
P 1m+ 1
2
]
W 1n
Inon chiralıˇˇ
Υ˜1[
ıˇˇ
0
]
(4.8)
where as in the previous sub-section both Inon chiralıˇˇ and Υ˜1[
ıˇˇ
0 ] do not include terms from
the first torus, and the argument of the internal SO(2) characters associated to it is auto-
matically vanishing since φ1ıˇ − φ1ˇ = 0.
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What happens if two pairs of branes are now parallel but in different T 2’s? One
clearly has to deform the theory along both tori simultaneously. For definiteness, let us
consider the case where ıˇ and ˇ branes are parallel in the first T 2 and ıˆ and ˆ branes are
parallel in the second T 2. Therefore, a deformation along the first torus of the type (4.8)
will give mass to the non-chiral fermions in the representation (Nıˇ , N¯ˇ) proportional to
1/λ1‖ ıˇ, while a similar deformation along the second torus will give a tree-level mass to the
non-chiral fermions in the representation (Nıˆ , N¯ˆ) proportional to 1/λ
2
‖ ıˆ. What about the
gauginos in the adjoint representation? Here the situation is slightly more involved since
we have now to split the set of branes in four categories depending on their horizontal
wrapping numbers along the first and second T 2. If we label with α1 the branes with both
ω1 and ω2 even, with α2 the branes with ω
1 even and ω2 odd, with α3 the branes with ω1
odd and ω2 even, and finally with α4 those with both ω1 and ω2 odd the neutral dipole
sector in the annulus amplitude reads
Adipole =
∑
α1
Nα1N¯α1 (V8 − S8)[ 00 ]
3∏
Λ=1
PΛmW
Λ
n
+
∑
α2
Nα2N¯α2
(
V8[
0
0 ]P
2
m − S8[ 00 ]P 2m+ 1
2
)
W 2n
∏
Σ=1,3
PΣmW
Σ
n
+
∑
α3
Nα3N¯α3
(
V8[
0
0 ]P
1
m − S8[ 00 ]P 1m+ 1
2
)
W 1n
∏
Σ=1,2
PΣmW
Σ
n
+
∑
α3
Nα3N¯α3
[
V8[
0
0 ]
(
P 1m P
2
m + P
1
m+ 1
2
P 2m+ 1
2
)
−S8[ 00 ]
(
P 1m P
2
m+ 1
2
+ P 1m+ 1
2
P 2m
)]
W 1nW
2
n P
3
mW
3
m
and clearly the α1 gauginos stay massless, the α2 gauginos get a mass proportional to
1/λ2‖α2 , the α3 gauginos get a mass proportional to 1/λ
1
‖α3
, while the α4 gauginos get a
mass proportional to
√
1/(λ1‖α4)
2 + 1/(λ2‖α4)
2. The generalisation to the case of deforma-
tions acting along the three T 2’s is then straightforward.
4.4. An alternative Field Theory description
To support and clarify of our results we can study a simple Field Theory problem
where the Scherk-Schwarz deformation acts as usual along y1 but now the various fields
depend on the coordinate y =
√
(ω y1)2 + (κ y2)2. To this end, we analyse the Kaluza-
Klein spectrum of such fields subject to boundary conditions twisted by the operator
(−1)F . They correspond to excitations of neutral (parallel) strings, the only sector that
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admits zero modes and thus the only sector that can be affected by the deformation. As
in the previous sub-section, the pair of integers (ω, κ) on the T 2 define the line on which
the fields live.
On a rectangular T 2, the eigenfunctions of the two-dimensional Laplace and Dirac
operators are simple plane waves
Φp1,p2(y1, y2) ∼ e2iπ(p1y1+p2y2) , (4.9)
with the momenta determined by the periodicity conditions. As a result, a twist by (−1)F
along the horizontal axis yields
p1 =
(
m1 +
1
2
∆F
) 1
R1
and p2 =
m2
R2
,
with ∆F = 0 for space-time bosons, ∆F = 1 for space-time fermions, and m1 and m2 both
integers. We can now determine the eigenfunctions of fields living on the straight line with
tanφ =
κR2
ωR1
. (4.10)
These can be obtained by (4.9) by restricting the generic points (y1, y2) to lie on the
straight line (4.10). The corresponding Kaluza-Klein spectrum
M2 =
(
cosφ
ωR1
)2 [(
m1 +
1
2 ∆F
)
ω +m2κ
]2
clearly shows that the twist (−1)F has a non-trivial effect on space-time fermions only if
ω is an odd integer.
Similar analysis can be performed in the case of twists along the vertical and diagonal
directions, the only other choices compatible with the orientifold projection ΩR. In these
cases, the would-be gauginos in the dipole-string sector are lifted in mass only if κ is odd
for vertical twist, or both ω and κ are odd for a diagonal twist.
4.5. A deformed Standard-Model-like configuration
As a simple application of Scherk-Schwarz deformations to models of some phenomeno-
logical relevance we can consider the intersecting-brane configuration of [30]. The Standard
Model spectrum is there reproduced by four stacks of branes with gauge group
GCP = U(3)a × U(2)b × U(1)c × U(1)d .
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The additional Abelian factor is required in order to accommodate the right-handed lep-
tons, that indeed emerge from open strings stretched between the U(1)c and the U(1)d
branes. The four U(1)’s are related to four global symmetries of the Standard Model: Qa
is three times the barion number, Qd is minus the lepton number, Qc is twice the third
component of the right-handed weak isospin, and finally Qb is a Peccei-Quinn symmetry.
This lead the authors of [30] to identify the anomaly-free combination
QY =
1
6 Qa − 12 Qc + 12 Qd
with the familiar hyper-charge. In order to reproduce the desired chiral spectrum the
intersection numbers of the four stacks should be
Iab = 1 ,
Iac = −3 ,
Ibd = 0 ,
Icd = −3 ,
Iab¯ = 2 ,
Iac¯ = −3 ,
Ibd¯ = −3 ,
Icd¯ = 3 .
It is not difficult to show that such intersection numbers can be obtained from branes with
wrappings in table 2.
Nα (ω
1
α , κ
1
α) (ω
2
α , κ
2
α) (ω
3
α , κ
3
α)
3 ( 1
β1
, 0) (ω2a, ǫβ
2) ( 1
ρ
, 1
2
)
2 (ω1b ,−ǫβ
1) ( 1
β2
, 0) (1, 3
2
ρ)
1 (ω1c , 3ρǫβ
1) ( 1
β2
, 0) (0, 1)
1 ( 1
β1
, 0) (ω2d,−β
2ǫρ) (1, 3
2
ρ)
Table 2. D6-brane wrapping numbers giving rise to a SM-like spectrum, from [30].
With respect to ref. [30], here we have followed our convention to use ωα and κα to
denote the horizontal and vertical wrapping numbers, thus replacing the pairs (nα , mα).
Otherwise, ǫ = ±1, βi = 1, 12 denotes (one minus) the real component of the complex
structure that for ΩR(−1)FL orientifolds is discrete [66] and takes the values zero or 12 ,
while ρ = 1, 13 is a parameter. The remaining ω’s are not fully independent since their
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values enter in the assignment of the hyper-charge quantum numbers, and thus have to
satisfy the constraint
ω1c =
β2
2β1
(
ω2a + 3 ρ ω
2
d
)
,
with ω1b undetermined.
The choice
ρ = β1 = β2 = −ǫ = 1 , ω2a = 2 , ω1b = ω1c = 1 , ω2d = 0 ,
amounts to taking all the ω1α to be odd (actually all equal to one), and thus a Scherk-
Schwarz deformation along the horizontal side of the first T 2 is enough to make all the
would-be gaugino massive. Similarly, the non-chiral fermions in the b d sector can be
given a mass by deforming the third torus, where indeed the b and d branes are parallel.
Moreover, non-chiral fermions in the a a¯ and d d¯ sectors are also massive since the branes
are parallel in the first torus, while those in the b b¯ and c c¯ sectors, originating from branes
parallel in the second T 2, can get a mass if the Scherk-Schwarz deformation acts also along
the second torus. As a result, all massless non-chiral fermions can be properly lifted.
We should stress here that the wrapping numbers we have chosen, alike those suggested
by the authors in [30], do not satisfy the tadpole condition
3ω2a
ρβ1
+
2ω1b
β2
+
ω2d
β1
= 16 .
In principle, this failure can be overcome introducing extra hidden D6 branes with no
intersection with the Standard-Model ones [30]. In this case, the above equation would be
replaced by the more general one
3ω2a
ρβ1
+
2ω1b
β2
+
ω2d
β1
+Nhω
1
hω
2
hω
3
h = 16 .
4.6. Deforming a three generations Pati-Salam model
As a second example, let us examine the model presented in [29]. It is a four-
dimensional, three generation, left-right symmetric standard model with gauge group
GCP = U(3)a × U(2)b × U(2)c × U(1)d .
It can be obtained engineering four stacks of D6 branes with intersection numbers as in
table 3. To get the correct spectrum reported for completeness in table 4∗ only the second
∗ See [29], for more details on anomalous U(1)’s, hyper-charge embedding, and some more
phenomenological aspects.
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T 2 is chosen to be tilted. This also guarantees that all R-R tadpole conditions are now
satisfied [29].
In this example where all ω’s are odd, regardless of the choice of (horizontal) Scherk-
Schwarz coordinate, all adjoint fermions are lifted in mass. As for the remaining non-chiral
fermions, they can be made massive deforming also the second torus.
Nα (ω
1
α , κ
1
α) (ω
2
α , κ
2
α) (ω
3
α , κ
3
α)
3 (1, 0) (1, 0) (3, 1)
2 (1, 1) (1, 1) (1, 0)
2 (1, 1) (1,−2) (1, 0)
1 (1, 0) (1,−2) (3, 1)
Table 3. D6-brane wrapping numbers for a left-right symmetric model, from [29].
SU(3)× SU(2)L × SU(2)R ×U(1)
4 generations
(3, 2, 1)(1,1,0,0) 2
(3, 2, 1)(1,−1,0,0) 1
(3∗, 1, 2)(−1,0,1,0) 2
(3∗, 1, 2)(−1,0,−1,0) 1
(1, 2, 1)(0,−1,0,1) 3
(1, 1, 2)(0,−1,0,−1) 3
Table 4. Left-right symmetric chiral massless spectrum, from [29].
4.7. Scherk-Schwarz deformations on a tilted torus
It is not difficult to generalise our previous results to the case of a tilted torus. As
shown in [66], compatibility with the ΩR projection imposes constraints on the real part
of the complex structure, whose quantum deformation does not belong any more to the
physical spectrum, but nevertheless can be given a non-trivial constant background value.
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This is obviously related by T duality to the more familiar case of the NS-NS B field
worked out in [61] for the simple world-sheet parity Ω. Describing magnetised or rotated
branes in this tilted torus (see fig. 8) is quite straightforward, though some modifications
are needed [67,29]. Firstly, if we define (ω, κ) as the number of times a brane wraps the
two canonical cycles of the T 2, the quantisation condition on the angle reads
tanφ =
(κ+ 12ω)R2
ωR1
=
κR2
ωR1
+
R2
2R1
, (4.11)
with the additional contribution deriving from the fixed real part of the complex structure.
Moreover, the shear parameter enters both in the zero-mode sector, through a proper
redefinition of the effective length of the brane
L‖ =
√
(ωR1)
2
+
[(
κ+ 12ω
)
R2
]2
,
and in the frequencies of the string excitations that are shifted by the angle φ defined in
(4.11). As usual, for any brane with angle φ and wrapping numbers (ωα, κα) one has also
to introduce image branes under the action of the orientifold operator ΩR. They still
have opposite angle −φ, but now the wrapping numbers are (ωα,−κα − ωα), as a result
of the tilting of the torus. Actually, all these changes are more easily taken into account
after we label branes with wrapping numbers in a Cartesian basis. In this respect, all the
modifications can be summarised by noting that the wrapping numbers (ωα, κα) for the
case of a rectangular torus have to be replaced by (ωα, κα +
1
2ωα) for the case of a tilted
torus [29].
Figure 8. A (3,2) brane wrapping a tilted torus.
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With these modifications in mind, we can then straightforwardly generalise our pre-
vious results for a Scherk-Schwarz deformation acting along the horizontal axis to the case
of a tilted torus: once more, it is the parity of ωα to discriminate between a trivial or
non-trivial action on the neutral non-chiral fermions.
5. Six-dimensional orbifold models
As a second application, we consider the non-supersymmetric type IIB string compact-
ified on the (T 2×T 2)/Z2 with the Scherk-Schwarz deformation acting along the horizontal
axis of the first T 2.
5.1. Preludio: the closed-string sector
In the Scherk-Schwarz basis, the torus partition function reads [47]
T =1
2
[(|V8|2 + |S8|2) Λ(4,4)2n1 − (S8V¯8 + V8S¯8) Λ(4,4)m1+ 12 ,2n1 + (|O8|2 + |C8|2) Λ(4,4)2n1+1
− (C8O¯8 +O8C¯8) Λ(4,4)m1+ 12 ,2n1+1 + (|V4O4 −O4V4|2 + |C4C4 − S4S4|2)
∣∣∣∣2ηϑ2
∣∣∣∣
4
]
+ 164
[(|Qs +Qc|2 + |Q′s +Q′c|2)
∣∣∣∣ ηϑ4
∣∣∣∣
4
+
(|Qs −Qc|2 + |Q′s −Q′c|2)
∣∣∣∣ ηϑ3
∣∣∣∣
4
]
,
(5.1)
where Λ(4,4) is the four-dimensional Narain lattice with momentam1 , . . . , m4 and windings
n1 , . . . , n4. Moreover, Λ
(4,4)
2n1
indicates that the winding number n1 is now an even integer,
and similarly for the other terms. The Q’s are defined as usual by
Qo =V4O4 − C4C4 ,
Qv =O4V4 − S4S4 ,
Qs =O4C4 − S4O4 ,
Qc =V4S4 − C4V4 ,
Q′o =V4O4 − S4S4 ,
Q′v =O4V4 − C4C4 ,
Q′s =O4S4 − C4O4 ,
Q′c =V4C4 − S4V4 ,
where we have introduced additional Q’s that will play a role in the following. The Klein
bottle amplitude obtained by the ΩR(−1)FL projection reads [47]
K = 14 (V8 − S8)
(
P 1mW
2
nP
3
mW
4
n +W
1
2nP
2
mW
3
nP
4
m
)
+ 14 (O8 − C8)W 12n+1P 2mW 3nP 4m
+ 4 (Qs +Qc +Q
′
s +Q
′
c)
(
η
ϑ4
)2
.
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After an S-modular transformation to the transverse channel, and adapting to our six-
dimensional example the definition in (4.2), the massless contributions to the NS-NS and
R-R tadpoles
K˜0 ∼ 8V4O4
(
R+
1
R
)2
+ 8O4V4
(
R− 1
R
)2
− 8 (C4C4 + S4S4)R2
clearly suggest that the O7-planes stretched along the vertical axis of the two T 2’s come
in conjugate pairs and thus do not induce any R-R charge for the corresponding eight-
form potential. The configuration of O7-planes stretched along the horizontal axis has
instead a non-trivial charge that has to be compensated by suitable brane configurations
[47]. Since we are altering the nature of some orientifold planes, we cannot expect that the
new open-string spectrum might be obtained from the undeformed one by giving masses
to the fermions in the adjoint of the U(Ni) gauge group factors. In fact, this configuration
would not solve any longer the untwisted R-R tadpole conditions, and thus new vacuum
configurations have to be found.
Figure 9. Fixed points for a Z2 orbifold without (a) and with (b) Scherk-Schwarz deformation.
Before we proceed with the construction of the open-string sector, let us pause for a
moment and try to extract some useful information about the geometry of this Scherk-
Schwarz-deformed T 4/Z2. To this end it is convenient to stare at the twisted sector in
(5.1). The appearance of new characters Q′s,c and the modified multiplicity clearly spells
out that the original sixteen fixed points of the geometrical Z2 orbifold model are now split
into two sets of eight, with different GSO projections in the corresponding twisted sector.
Moreover, one can also read from the terms Qs−Qc and Q′s−Q′c that the fixed points act
differently on the internal quantum numbers. Indeed, if we call ξµ and xµ (µ = 1, . . . , 8) the
fixed points in the two sets, the eight ξµ project the spectrum with respect the geometrical
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Z2 while the eight xµ involve also the action of the Scherk-Schwarz deformation (−1)F , for
an overall g (−1)F projection, g being the Z2 generator. This is clear both from the kind
of boundary conditions we are imposing and from the structure of the modular-invariant
partition function, where the projection in Q′s − Q′c involves and additional (−1)F with
respect to that in Qs −Qc. We can actually say more about the geometrical distribution
of these fixed points. In our factorised T 4 = T 2 × T 2 example, in fact, we have chosen
to impose Scherk-Schwarz boundary conditions along the horizontal axis of the first torus.
As a result, the structure of the fixed points in the second torus cannot be affected. In
the first torus, instead, we have the configuration depicted in figure 9, since, as previously
reminded, we are deforming the theory by changing the boundary conditions along the
horizontal axis. Therefore, we can conclude that our T 4 is of the form T 2(b) × T 2(a), where
T 2(a) and T
2
(b) denote the undeformed and the deformed torus as in figure 9. The two sets
of fixed points are then
~ξ =
{
(0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1
2
, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1
2
), (0, 0, 1
2
, 1
2
),
(0, 12 , 0, 0), (0,
1
2 ,
1
2 , 0), (0,
1
2 , 0,
1
2 ), (0,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2)
}
,
~x =
{
( 12 , 0, 0, 0), (
1
2 , 0,
1
2 , 0), (
1
2 , 0, 0,
1
2 ), (
1
2 , 0,
1
2 ,
1
2),
( 1
2
, 1
2
, 0, 0), ( 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 0), ( 1
2
, 1
2
, 0, 1
2
), ( 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
)
}
.
(5.2)
5.2. Intermezzo: the geometry of orthogonal branes
We can now proceed to include the D-branes, and to better appreciate the construction
of the open-string sector we first review the model presented in [47], with the obvious
replacement of D9 and D5 with two sets of orthogonal D7 branes. To reproduce their
geometry we distribute the branes as in figure 10, that, after two T-dualities along the
vertical axis of the two T 2’s correspond indeed to space-filling D9 branes together with
a set of D5 branes sitting at the fixed point ξ1 = (0, 0, 0, 0) and a set of D5 anti-branes
sitting at the fixed point x1 = (
1
2 , 0, 0, 0).
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Figure 10. The geometry of D-branes. A wavy line represents D7 branes while zig-zag lines
represents D7′ and D7′.
The direct-channel annulus in [47] is then
A =14
{
N27
(
V8 P
1
m − S8 P 1m+ 1
2
)
W 2nP
3
mW
4
n +
(
N27′ +N
2
7′
)
(Qo +Qv)W
1
nP
2
mW
3
nP
4
m
+ 2N7′N7′ (O8 − C8)W 1n+ 1
2
P 2mW
3
nP
4
m +R
2
7 (V4O4 −O4V4)
(
2η
ϑ2
)2
+
[
R27′(Qo −Qv) +R27′(Q′o −Q′v)
](2η
ϑ2
)2
+ 2
[
N7N7′ (Qs +Qc) +N7N7′(Q
′
s +Q
′
c)
]( η
ϑ4
)2
+ 2
[
R7R7′(Qs −Qc) +R7R7′(Q′s −Q′c)
]( η
ϑ3
)2}
.
Any single term in this expression has a clear rational. The terms in the first line simply
correspond to open strings living on a given D-brane, with the important difference that D7
branes stretching along the horizontal y1 axis now have a deformed non-supersymmetric
spectrum. The second line is also quite standard: the first term encodes the spectrum of
a brane-anti-brane system with the two D7′ and D7′ branes separated along y1, while the
second contribution pertains to the orbifold projection on the horizontal D7 branes. Also
the fourth line is quite standard: it corresponds to open strings with mixed Neumann-
Dirichlet boundary conditions along the four-compact directions. The second term has
different GSO projections since the strings stretch between a brane and an anti-brane.
More subtle are the third and fifth lines. They both enforce the orbifold projection on
open-strings, but in a different way. In fact, while the first term in the third line clearly
corresponds to the conventional geometrical Z2 projection, the second term involves and
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additional minus sign in the Ramond sector, and indeed corresponds to the action of the
element g(−1)F . This is consistent with, and in fact dictated by, the fact that D7′ branes
sit on top of conventional g-fixed points, while the D7′ branes pass through points fixed
under the action of g(−1)F . Clearly, similar considerations also apply to the terms in the
fifth line that describe the symmetrisation of 7 7′ and 7 7′ states that indeed live at the
fixed points ξ1 and x1. As usual, the different orbifold projections in the direct channel
translate into exchanges of closed-string twisted states in the transverse channel, whose
massless tadpoles clearly spell out the distribution of branes among the fixed points
A˜tw ∼ 2−5
{[
(R7 −R7′)2 +R27 + 3R27′
]
Qs +
[(
R7 −R7′
)2
+R27 + 3R
2
7′
]
Q′s
}
,
compatible with the geometry in figure 10.
Figure 11. The geometry of D-branes. A wavy line represents D7 branes while zig-zag lines
represents D7′ and D7′.
What about if we distribute branes differently? Let us consider for instance the
configuration in figure 11. Now all the branes pass through the conventional g-fixed points,
and thus we do not expect in the amplitude terms like Q′o −Q′v. Indeed, the new annulus
amplitude
A =1
4
{
N27
(
V8 P
1
m − S8 P 1m+ 1
2
)
W 2nP
3
mW
4
n +
(
N27′ +N
2
7′
)
(Qo +Qv)W
1
nP
2
mW
3
nP
4
m
+ 2N7′N7′ (O8 − C8)W 1nP 2mW 3nP 4m +R27 (V4O4 −O4V4)
(
2η
ϑ2
)2
+
[(
R27′ +R
2
7′
)
(Qo −Qv) + 2R7′R7′ (O4O4 − V4V4 − S4C4 + C4S4)
](2η
ϑ2
)2
+ 2
[
N7N7′ (Qs +Qc) +N7N7′ (Q
′
s +Q
′
c)
]( η
ϑ4
)2
+ 2
[
R7R7′ (Qs −Qc) +R7R7′ (−O4S4 + V4C4 − C4O4 + S4V4)
]( η
ϑ3
)2
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only involves the geometrical Z2 projector, and yields twisted tadpoles in the transverse
channel
A˜tw ∼2−5
{
2R27Q
′
s +
[(
R7 −R7′ +R7′
)2
+R27 + 3(R7′ −R7′)2
]
O4C4
−
[(
R7 −R7′ −R7′
)2
+R27 + 3(R7′ +R7′)
2
]
S4O4
}
that clearly display the distribution in figure 11.
Similarly, one could opt for a different distribution of branes along the compact T 4,
that would consequently imply different projections according to the nature of the fixed
points crossed by the branes. This would then reflect in twisted tadpoles compatible with
the chosen geometry.
5.3. Crescendo: rotating the branes
We can now generalise the previous construction to the case of rotated branes, where
some care is needed to identify the exact location of brane intersections. In the simple
case where all branes cross the origin of the two tori, it was shown in [29] that any brane
always passes through four fixed points of the T 4/Z2. Moreover, we can easily identify
the four points from the wrapping numbers (ωΛα , κ
Λ
α), since for a single T
2 branes fall into
three different equivalence classes: ωα even and κα odd, ωα odd and κα even, ωα and κα
both odd and co-prime. Focussing our attention to the first T 2, the only one that actually
matters to identify the correct projection, one has then the cases reported in figure 12.
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Figure 12. Branes with various wrapping numbers on a (b) torus.
The annulus amplitude associated to the closed-string sector in sub-section 5.1 is then
Aαα =
1
2
me∑
a=1
NaN¯a (Qo +Qv)[
0
0 ]P
1
mW
1
nP
2
mW
2
n +
1
2
me∑
a=1
NaN¯a (Qo −Qv)[ 00 ]
4
Υ2[
0
0 ]
+ 1
2
mo∑
i=1
NiN¯i
(
V8[
0
0
]P 1m − S8[ 00 ]P 1m+ 1
2
)
W 1nP
2
mW
2
n
+ 1
2
mo∑
i=1
NiN¯i (V4O4 −O4V4)[ 00 ]
4
Υ2[
0
0 ]
,
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Aαα¯ +Aα¯α =
1
4
mo+me∑
α=1
(
N2α(Qo +Qv)[
αα¯
0 ] + N¯
2
α(Qo +Qv)[
α¯α
0 ]
) Iαα¯
Υ1[
αα¯
0 ]
− 14
me∑
a=1
(
N2a (Qo −Qv)[aa¯0 ] + N¯2a (Qo −Qv)[ a¯a0 ]
) 4
Υ2[
aa¯
0 ]
− 1
4
mo∑
i=1
(
N2i (Qo −Qv)[ iı¯0 ] + N¯2i (Qo −Qv)[ ı¯i0 ]
) 2
Υ2[
iı¯
0 ]
− 1
4
mo∑
i=1
(
N2i (Q
′
o −Q′v)[ iı¯0 ] + N¯2i (Q′o −Q′v)[ ı¯i0 ]
) 2
Υ2[
iı¯
0 ]
,
Aαβ +Aα¯β¯ =
1
2
mo+me∑
α,β=1
β<α
(
NαN¯β(Qo +Qv)[
αβ
0 ] + N¯αNβ(Qo +Qv)[
α¯β¯
0 ]
) Iαβ
Υ1[
αβ
0 ]
+ 12
me∑
a,b=1
b<a
(
NaN¯b(Qo −Qv)[ab0 ] + N¯aNb(Qo −Qv)[ a¯b¯0 ]
) 2I ′ab
Υ2[
ab
0 ]
+ 1
2
me∑
a=1
mo∑
i=1
(
NaN¯i(Qo −Qv)[ai0 ] + N¯aNi(Qo −Qv)[ a¯ı¯0 ]
) I ′ai
Υ2[
ai
0 ]
+ 12
mo∑
i,j=1
j<i
(
NiN¯j(Qo −Qv)[ ij0 ] + N¯iNj(Qo −Qv)[ ı¯¯0 ]
) I ′ij
Υ2[
ij
0 ]
+ 12
mo∑
i,j=1
j<i
(
NiN¯j(Q
′
o −Q′v)[ ij0 ] + N¯iNj(Q′o −Q′v)[ ı¯¯0 ]
) I ′′ij
Υ2[
ij
0 ]
,
and, finally,
Aαβ¯ +Aα¯β =
1
2
mo+me∑
α,β=1
β<α
(
NαNβ(Qo +Qv)[
αβ¯
0 ] + N¯αN¯β(Qo +Qv)[
α¯β
0 ]
) Iαβ¯
Υ1[
αβ¯
0 ]
− 12
me∑
a,b=1
b<a
(
NaNb(Qo −Qv)[ab¯0 ] + N¯aN¯b(Qo −Qv)[ a¯b0 ]
) 2I ′
ab¯
Υ2[
ab¯
0 ]
− 1
2
me∑
a=1
mo∑
i=1
(
NaNi(Qo −Qv)[aı¯0 ] + N¯aN¯i(Qo −Qv)[ a¯i0 ]
) I ′aı¯
Υ2[
aı¯
0
]
− 12
mo∑
i,j=1
j<i
(
NiNj(Qo −Qv)[ i¯0 ] + N¯iN¯j(Qo −Qv)[ ı¯j0 ]
) I ′i¯
Υ2[
i¯
0 ]
− 12
mo∑
i,j=1
j<i
(
NiNj(Q
′
o −Q′v)[ i¯0 ] + N¯iN¯j(Q′o −Q′v)[ ı¯j0 ]
) I ′′i¯
Υ2[
i¯
0 ]
.
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Here we have used the obvious notation for the Q[αβγδ ] where the internal SO(4) characters
are decomposed in terms of SO(2)× SO(2) ones, and
Υ2[
αβ
γδ
] =
∏
Λ=1,2
ϑ2(ζ
Λ|τ)
η(τ)
e2iπζ
Λ
,
accounts for the Z2 orbifold generator acting on the world-sheet bosons. Finally, Iαβ
denotes as usual the number of intersections of branes with wrapping numbers (ωΛα , κ
Λ
α)
and (ωΛβ , κ
Λ
β ), while
I ′αβ = 1 +Π(ω
2
α − ω2β)Π(κ2α − κ2β)
and
I ′′αβ = Π(ω
1
α + 1)Π(ω
1
β + 1)Π(κ
1
α − κ1β) I ′αβ
count the number of intersections that actually coincide with the xp and ξp fixed points in
(5.2), with
Π(µ) = 1
2
∑
ǫ=0,1
eiπǫµ , µ ∈ Z ,
a Z2 projector.
Finally, the Mo¨bius-strip amplitude
M =− 14
mo+me∑
α=1
[(
Nα (Qˆo + Qˆv)[
αα¯
0 ] + N¯α (Qˆo + Qˆv)[
α¯α
0 ]
) Kα
Υˆ1[
αα¯
0 ]
−
(
Nα (Vˆ4Oˆ4 − Oˆ4Vˆ4)[αα¯0 ] + N¯α (Vˆ4Oˆ4 − Oˆ4Vˆ4)[ α¯α0 ]
) Jα
Υˆ2[
αα¯
0
]
] (5.3)
takes now into account also the (anti-)symmetrisation of states that live at intersections
sitting on the vertical O7 planes, whose number is given by
Jα =
∏
Λ=1,2
2ωΛα .
Notice that the second line in M does not involve fermions. This has a simple explanation
in terms of the relative R-R charges of vertical O-planes and branes whose intersections lie
on them. We already commented that the absence in K˜0 of R-R tadpoles proportional to
R−1 clearly spells out that the O7 planes passing through the points (0, 0) and ( 12R1, 0)
and extending along the vertical direction are conjugates pairs. This implies that their
R-R charges are equal and opposite. On the other hand the branes have positive R-
R charge, and thus fermions localised at the intersections sitting on the O7 plane are
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(say) symmetrised while those sitting on the O7 anti-planes (equal in number) are anti-
symmetrised. As a result, their net contributions to M is zero, consistently with the
expression (5.3).
After S and P modular transformations to the tree-level channel the low-lying un-
twisted states in K˜, A˜ and M˜ yield the familiar conditions
me+mo∑
α=1
Lα
(
Nα + N¯α
)
= 32
(
R+
1
R
)
for the NS-NS dilaton tadpole, and
me+mo∑
α=1
Lα
(
Nα e
2iφα·η + N¯α e
−2iφα·η
)
= 32R
for the R-R tadpole with, as usual, ηΛ the chirality of the internal spinors. In both
expressions Lα and R are defined as in (4.2), with Λ = 1, 2 running now over the two T
2’s.
Much more interesting are the twisted tadpoles since, as repeatedly stated in the
previous sub-sections, they clearly display the geometry of the brane configuration. After
an S modular transformation one then gets the massless tadpoles
C4O4 :
mo∑
i=1
(
Ni − N¯i
)
P (zp ∈ Di) = 0 , ∀ zp ∈ {x} , (5.4)
and
S4O4 :
me∑
a=1
(Na−N¯a)P (zq ∈ Da)+
mo∑
i=1
(Ni−N¯i)P (zq ∈ Di) = 0 , ∀ zq ∈ {ξ} , (5.5)
where Dα denotes the straight line drawn by the α-th brane with wrapping numbers
(ωΛα , κ
Λ
α), and
P (wℓ ∈ Dα) =
{
1 if wℓ ∈ Dα
0 if wℓ 6∈ Dα
equals one or vanishes depending on whether the point wℓ belongs to the line Dα or does
not. In the simple case where all branes pass through the origin, the P (wℓ ∈ Dα) are
collected in tables 5 and 6.
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zp P (zp ∈ Di)
x1 Π(κ
1
i )Π(ω
1
i + 1)
x2 Π(κ
1
i )Π(ω
1
i + 1)Π(κ
2
i )Π(ω
2
i + 1)
x3 Π(κ
1
i )Π(ω
1
i + 1)Π(κ
2
i + 1)Π(ω
2
i )
x4 Π(κ
1
i )Π(ω
1
i + 1)Π(κ
2
i + 1)Π(ω
2
i + 1)
x5 Π(κ
1
i + 1)Π(ω
1
i + 1)
x6 Π(κ
1
i + 1)Π(ω
1
i + 1)Π(κ
2
i )Π(ω
2
i + 1)
x7 Π(κ
1
i + 1)Π(ω
1
i + 1)Π(κ
2
i + 1)Π(ω
2
i )
x8 Π(κ
1
i + 1)Π(ω
1
i + 1)Π(κ
2
i + 1)Π(ω
2
i + 1)
Table 5. Condition for the α-th brane to pass through the fixed point xp.
Turning to the twisted NS-NS tadpoles, they can be easily deduced from (5.4) and
(5.5) and from their analogy with the untwisted R-R tadpoles. Denoting as usual by
ηΛ = ±12 the chirality of the internal SO(2) spinors, one finds
O4S4 :
mo∑
i=1
(
Ni e
2iφi·η − N¯i e2iφi·η
)
P (zp ∈ Di)
∼
mo∑
i=1
Ni sin(2φi · η)P (zp ∈ Di) , ∀ zp ∈ {x}
and, similarly
O4C4 :
me∑
a=1
Na sin(2φa · η)P (zq ∈ Da) +
mo∑
i=1
Ni sin(2φi · η)P (zq ∈ Di) , ∀ zq ∈ {ξ} .
As expected, in non-supersymmetric models these tadpoles cannot be imposed to vanish,
and yield additional contributions to the low-energy effective action [8].
Also in this case, additional non-chiral fermions originating from branes that are
parallel in the second T 2 can be made massive if a Scherk-Schwarz deformation is acting
also in this torus. In this case, however, one is consequently reshuffling the fixed points in
the two sets ξ and x and thus some care is needed in determining the correct spectrum of
the brane intersections.
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zq P (zq ∈ Di)
ξ1 1
ξ2 Π(κ
2
α)Π(ω
2
α + 1)
ξ3 Π(κ
2
α + 1)Π(ω
2
α)
ξ4 Π(κ
2
α + 1)Π(ω
2
α + 1)
ξ5 Π(κ
1
a + 1)Π(ω
1
a)
ξ6 Π(κ
1
a + 1)Π(ω
1
a)Π(κ
2
a)Π(ω
2
a + 1)
ξ7 Π(κ
1
a + 1)Π(ω
1
a)Π(κ
2
a + 1)Π(ω
2
a)
ξ8 Π(κ
1
a + 1)Π(ω
1
a)Π(κ
2
a + 1)Π(ω
2
a + 1)
Table 6. Condition for the α-th brane to pass through the fixed point ξq .
5.4. Finale: an interesting example
To conclude with this deformed T 4/Z2 compactification let us present a simple solution
to tadpole conditions. We consider three sets of Nα coincident branes with wrapping
numbers
(ωΛ1 , κ
Λ
1 ) =
(
(1, 0)
(1, 1)
)
, (ωΛ2 , κ
Λ
2 ) =
(
(2, 1)
(0, 1)
)
, (ωΛ3 , κ
Λ
3 ) =
(
(1, 2)
(1,−1)
)
, (5.6)
as depicted in figure 13. These numbers, together with the choice N1 = 10, N2 = 12 and
N3 = 6 clearly satisfy the R-R tadpole conditions.
Figure 13. A simple example with three sets of branes.
At the level of toroidal compactification (i.e. before we mod out by the orbifold action
and before we deform the spectrum a` la Scherk-Schwarz) the chiral spectrum comprises
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left-handed fermions in the representation 2 (10, 12, 1) + 5 (1, 12, 6) + 4 (1, 66, 1) together
with right-handed fermions in the representation 4 (10, 1, 6) + 3 (1, 12, 6) + 8 (1, 1, 15) +
2 (1, 66, 1)+2 (1, 78, 1), and is clearly free of any irreducible gravitational and gauge anom-
aly. Before we project and deform the spectrum, let us comment about one subtlety that
one meets in deriving this chiral spectrum. In particular, from table 7 one would naively
deduce that the 2 2¯ sector is non-chiral since the corresponding intersection number is zero.
However, since K2 = 4 6= 0, there is a non-vanishing N2-contribution in the Mo¨bius strip
amplitude that apparently is not matched by the annulus. This is evidently not the case
and the correct interpretation is as follows: despite the N2 branes and their images are
parallel in the second T 2 they intersect non-trivially in the first torus. Moreover, the non-
chirality of the annulus suggests that left-handed fermions live at four intersections, and
similarly do the right-handed ones, while the “chirality” of the Mo¨bius clearly states that
only the left-handed fermions lie on top of the orientifold planes. As a result, one gets four
copies of left-handed spinors in the antisymmetric representation of U(12) together with
two copies of right-handed spinors in the symmetric plus antisymmetric representations.
αβ Iαβ I
′
αβ I
′′
αβ
12 1 1 0
13 −4 2 2
23 −3 1 0
12¯ 1 1 0
13¯ 0 2 2
23¯ 5 1 0
11¯ 0 2 0
22¯ 0 2 0
33¯ −8 2 2
Table 7. Intersection numbers for the three sets of branes.
We can now turn on the Scherk-Schwarz deformation and simultaneously project the
spectrum by the geometrical Z2. From (5.6) one can deduce that fermions in the dipole
sector of the N1 and N3 branes will get a mass proportional to the compactification radius,
while the neutral sector of the N2 branes stays supersymmetric. Moreover, the branes
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intersect at different fixed points, and in particular some intersections of the N1 and N3
branes coincide with fixed points in both sets {ξq} and {xp}. Using the explicit value of
the intersection numbers in table 7, together with the general expressions in the previous
sub-section one gets the following chiral massless spectrum: right-handed fermions in the
adjoint representation of the U(12) gauge group and in the representations 2 (10, 1, 6) +
2 (1, 12, 6) + 4 (1, 1, 15) + (1, 66, 1) + (1, 78, 1), together with left-handed fermions in the
representations (10, 12, 1) + 3 (1, 12, 6) + 3 (1, 66, 1) + (1, 78, 1). As usual, the cancellation
of R-R tadpoles guarantees that the spectrum is free of irreducible gravitational and gauge
anomalies, while the Green-Schwarz mechanism takes care of the reducible anomaly [68,69]
I8 =
1
4
(
trF 22 − 2trF 23
) (
trF 21 + trF
2
3 − 12trR2
)
.
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